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Abstract 20 

Objectives  21 

This systematic review and meta-analysis synthesized the evidence on the impact of 22 

demographics and comorbidities with clinical outcomes of COVID-19, including severe 23 

illness, admission to the intensive care unit (ICU), and death. 24 

Methods 25 

The PRISMA guidelines were followed to conduct and report this meta-analysis. The 26 

protocol is registered in PROSPERO International prospective register of systematic 27 

reviews (ID=CRD42020184440). Two authors independently searched literature from 28 

PubMed, Embase, Cochrane library and CINHAL on May 6, 2020; removed duplicates; 29 

screened titles, abstracts and full text using criteria; and extracted data from eligible articles. 30 

A random-effects model was used to estimate the summary odds ratio (OR). Variations 31 

among studies were examined using Cochrane Q and I2. 32 

Results 33 

Out of 4,275 articles obtained from the databases and screened, 71 studies that involved 34 

216,843 patients were abstracted and then, where appropriate, analyzed by meta-analysis. 35 

The COVID-19 related outcomes reported were death in 26 studies, severe illness in 41 36 

studies, and admission to ICU in 11 studies. Death was significantly correlated with 37 

hypertension (OR 2.60, 95% CI 1.95–3.25, I2 = 52.6%, n= 13 studies), cardiovascular disease 38 

(5.16, 4.10–6.22, 0.0%, 6), diabetes (2.11, 1.35–2.87, 67.4%, 12), chronic respiratory disease 39 

(2.83, 2.14–3.51, 0.0%, 9), cerebrovascular diseases (5.14, 1.08–9.19, 0.0%, 2), male sex 40 
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(1.34, 1.18 – 1.50, 38.7%, 16), age older than 60 (6.09, 3.53 – 8.66, 95.5%, 6) or 65 years 41 

(3.56, 1.21 – 5.90, 18.2%, 6). Severe illness was also significantly associated with 42 

hypertension (1.70, 1.30 –2.10, 47.8%, 21), cardiovascular diseases (2.04, 1.01–3.08, 30.6%, 43 

10), diabetes (1.65, 1.23–2.08, 24.9%, 18), male sex (1.35, 1.23 – 1.47, 0.0%, 32) and age at 44 

least 60 (4.91, 1.35 – 8.47, 0.0%, 4) or 65 (2.55,1.94 – 3.17, 24.5%, 9) years. Among 45 

hospitalized patients, the odds of admission to ICU was greater in individuals who had 46 

cardiovascular diseases (1.36,1.04–1.69, 0.0%, 4), diabetes (1.55, 1.20–1.90, 0.0%, 5) and 47 

chronic respiratory disease (1.52, 1.09–1.94, 0.0%, 5) than those who were not having these 48 

comorbidities.  49 

Conclusions 50 

Older age and chronic diseases increase the risk of developing severe illness, admission to ICU 51 

and death among COVID-19 patients. Special strategies are warranted to prevent SARS-CoV-2 52 

infection and manage COVID-19 cases in those with vulnerabilities. 53 

 54 
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 62 

Introduction  63 

While the numbers of COVID-19 pandemic are a moving target, over 27 million have been 64 

infected worldwide, with more than 881 thousand deaths as of September 7, 2020 [1]. Due 65 

to potential differences in immunity and genetics, the clinical course of SARS-CoV-2 66 

infection and related death is expected to vary with human health and demography status [2-67 

4]. However, precise factors of importance and their relative roles are not well defined. 68 

Study findings on population groups that are more susceptible to severe illness and risk 69 

factors for the clinical outcomes in COVID-19 patients remain contradictory [5-9]. While 70 

some studies reported an increased risk of developing severe illness and death in COVID-19 71 

patients with hypertension [5-7], cardiovascular diseases [5,7], diabetes [5,6], chronic 72 

respiratory diseases [5,6], cancer [6], chronic kidney diseases [6], cerebrovascular disease 73 

[6],  smoking history [8], ages older than 60 years [7], and male gender [7], a limited 74 

number of studies reported lack of correlation between these comorbidities and disease 75 

progression or clinical outcomes in COVID-19 patients [9, 10].    76 

Meta-analyses that examined predictors of severe illness and death in COVID-19 patients 77 

involved data generated mainly from China and were based on a small number of studies (<15) 78 

[11-13].  Although two meta-analyses summarized data based on China, Europe and the USA 79 

[14,15], one of these did not examine the effect of some important comorbidities such as cancer, 80 

chronic liver disease, and cerebrovascular disease on the risk of admission in ICU or other 81 

clinical outcomes [14], the other one searched articles available only in PubMed [15], and both at 82 

the time of this submission were not peer-reviewed and are preliminary in nature [14,15]. The 83 
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relevant literature important to incorporate in systematic review continues to grow, as our 84 

collective experience with COVID-19 grows. A better understanding of both striking and 85 

subtle variations in patients and their circumstances and their experience with SARS-CoV-2 86 

infection would inform the continued development of improved interventions to reduce 87 

morbidity and mortality from COVID-19. Therefore, following PRISMA guidelines, we 88 

systematically summarized and assessed literature published before May 6, 2020, and where 89 

appropriate to the data, conducted a meta-analysis of risk factors of severe illness, 90 

admission to ICU, and death among COVID-19 patients.  91 

Methods  92 

Protocol and registration  93 

A protocol developed following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 94 

Meta-analyses (PRISMA) checklist guided the execution and reporting of this meta-analysis (S1 95 

Table) [16]. The protocol is registered in PROSPERO International prospective register of 96 

systematic reviews (ID=CRD42020184440)) [17]. 97 

Inclusion and Exclusion criteria  98 

All retrospective, cross-sectional, and prospective clinical and epidemiological studies except 99 

individual case studies (comprehensive inclusion case series allowed), which reported the 100 

prevalence or odds of death, severe illness, or admission to ICU and stratified by comorbidities 101 

or demographic status among COVID-19 patients were included in the meta-analysis. 102 

Unpublished studies and non-peer-reviewed preprints in repositories, case studies with fewer 103 

than 10 samples or reports, letters, conference abstracts, protocol, gray literature, review 104 
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protocols and articles, irrelevant studies (on different topics), and animal or in vitro studies were 105 

excluded. However, these sources were used to find additional eligible studies. 106 

Outcome and exposure measures 107 

The primary outcome was death. Secondary outcomes were severe illness and admission to ICU. 108 

Severe illness was defined as having one of the following: SpO2 <94%; respiratory rate  >30 109 

breaths per minute; lung infiltrates in >50% of lung fields by either plain or computed 110 

tomography radiography; arterial partial pressure of oxygen to fraction of inspired oxygen 111 

(PaO2/FiO2) <300 mmHg; or, organ dysfunction. Organ dysfunction include respiratory failure 112 

as evidenced by mechanical ventilation, myocardial injury as evidenced by the need for 113 

catheterization or troponin elevation, renal injury as evidenced by the need for dialysis or a 50% 114 

decrease in renal function as assessed by either creatinine rise or decline in glomerular filtration 115 

rate, hepatic failure, pulmonary embolus, or stroke/ cerebrovascular accident [18]. 116 

The exposure variables were demographic (age, gender, tobacco use) and comorbidities, 117 

including hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, chronic respiratory disease, chronic 118 

kidney disease, chronic liver disease, cerebrovascular disease, and cancer.  119 

Search methods for identification of studies 120 

 121 

An article search was conducted in parallel in PubMed, Embase, Cochrane Library, and 122 

CINAHL. The search terms were (obesity OR hypertension OR Asthma or nutrition OR age OR 123 

gender OR ethnicity OR race OR income OR poverty OR pregnancy OR “Breastfeeding” OR 124 

“medical conditions” OR medications OR "chronic diseases" OR influenza or stroke OR HIV 125 

OR cancer OR diabetes OR “cardiovascular disease” OR “coronary heart disease” OR “chronic 126 
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respiratory disease” OR “Sequential Organ Failure Assessment” OR smoking OR “co infection” 127 

OR comorbidity OR comorbidities or risk) AND ( clinical OR severe OR complications OR 128 

mortality OR DEATH) AND (“coronavirus disease 2019” OR “COVID-19” OR “Severe acute 129 

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2” OR SARS-CoV-2 OR “Coronavirus 2” OR “2019 novel 130 

coronavirus”). Additional details of the search are available in the supplementary files (S2 131 

Table). After transferring articles searched from the four databases to RefWorks and removing 132 

duplicates, the titles and abstracts were screened based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 133 

Articles approved for full-text review were further screened based on eligibility criteria.  The 134 

article search and screening processes were conducted by two authors independently. The two 135 

authors resolved differences by discussion. A third author was available to mediate disagreement 136 

following an independent review. 137 

Data collection 138 

Data on author, study area/country, study design, sample size, crude or adjusted odds ratio (OR) 139 

of death, severe illness or admission to ICU along with 95% confidence interval (CI) among 140 

COVID-19 patients with comorbidities vs without comorbidities or different demographic status 141 

were abstracted from each study. In addition, when OR was not reported, raw data was used to 142 

estimate the crude ORs of death, having severe illness or admission to ICU among COVID -19 143 

patients with comorbidities vs without comorbidities or different demographic status per study. 144 

Two authors abstracted and entered data into the excel sheet independently and compared their 145 

results. The final data used for analysis was approved by the two authors upon discussion.  146 

 147 
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Quality and risk of bias  148 

The risk of bias and quality of the studies included in this review was evaluated using the 149 

Effective Public Health Practice Project tool [19]. The Effective Public Health Practice Project 150 

tool uses six criteria: selection bias, design, confounders, blinding, data collection, and 151 

withdrawal/dropout, to examine the studies' quality. Each study's quality was determined as low, 152 

moderate, and high for each of the six criteria using two items for each criterion. The study's 153 

overall quality was determined as high when the study has no weak rating for each of the six 154 

characteristics and moderate when the study has one weak rating in one of the six characteristics. 155 

The studies were grouped as low quality when the ratings for two or more characteristics were 156 

low.  157 

Data analysis 158 

Percent residual variation among studies due to heterogeneity was estimated using Moran’s I-159 

squared [20].  Statistical significance of the heterogeneity was tested using the Cochran’s Q chi-160 

square test [20]. The odds ratios of the studies combined in the meta-analysis to estimate the 161 

summary OR were both adjusted and unadjusted estimates. A random-effect model using the Der 162 

Simonian and Laird method was used to estimate the summary ORs. When heterogeneity was 163 

high (I2>60%), subgroup analysis was performed to estimate the summary ORs after grouping 164 

studies by study area/country and study design. Meta-regression was used to explore the sources 165 

of heterogeneity at study-level covariates by examining the linear relationship between ORs and 166 

study area/country, study design and sample size [21]. A funnel plot that displays the odds ratio 167 

estimate against their standard errors was used to evaluate publication bias among the studies 168 

included in the meta-analyses [22]. Statistical significance of the asymmetry of the funnel plot 169 
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was tested using the Egger’s regression test (bias if p<0.1) [23]. A 95% CI and alpha of 0.05 170 

were used to assess the significance of OR. 171 

Results  172 

The initial search of articles from the databases using the keywords resulted in 4275 articles 173 

(PubMed=1986, Embase= 2006, CINAHL =224, and Cochrane Library = 59) out of which 1527 174 

were duplicates (Fig 1). Of the non-duplicate 2748 articles, 2444 were ineligible after screening 175 

the titles and abstracts, and 233 articles were excluded after full-text review. This resulted in 71 176 

articles appropriate for inclusion in the systematic review [5-10, 24-89], and 60 of them were 177 

also included in the meta-analysis.  The majority of the studies were conducted in China 178 

(n=53), and the others from South Korea (n=2), Iran (n=1), Europe (n=6) and USA (n=9) 179 

(S1 Table 3). Study designs included retrospective (n=42), cross-sectional (n=25), and 180 

prospective (n=4). Clinical outcomes reported were death in 34 studies, severe illness in 45 181 

studies, and admission to ICU in 11 studies.  Exposure variables examined in the studies 182 

included hypertension, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, cancer, 183 

chronic kidney disease, chronic liver disease, cerebrovascular disease, smoking, age and 184 

sex. 185 

Fig 1. PRISMA flow diagram. Number of articles retrieved from databases, screened, excluded, 186 

and included 187 

Hypertension  188 

Out of 71 studies approved for inclusion in this review, 38 examined the correlation of 189 

hypertension with death, severe illness, and admission to ICU among COVID-19 patients. Out of 190 

the 38 studies, 36 included in the meta-analyses. Figure 2 shows summary estimates of the odds 191 
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ratio of death (vs survival: n=13 studies), severe illness (vs moderate or mild: n=21 studies), and 192 

admission to ICU (vs non-ICU: n=4 studies) among hypertensive vs non-hypertensive patients. 193 

While some studies reported increased odds of death (n=9 studies) and severe illness (n=10 194 

studies) among hypertensive patients, others reported a lack of correlation between hypertension 195 

and death (n=4 studies) or severe illness (n=11 studies). A summary analysis of pooled data from 196 

these studies showed moderate to high heterogeneity. Though, there were greater odds of death 197 

(OR 2.60, 95% CI 1.95–3.25, I2 = 52.6%, number of studies (n)= 13, number of participants 198 

(N)=53,222  ) and severe illness (OR 1.70, 95% CI 1.30 –2.10, I2 = 47.8%, n=21, N=6,172) 199 

among hypertensive as compared to non-hypertensive patients. The odds of admission to ICU 200 

were comparable between those who were hypertensive vs those who were not hypertensive (OR 201 

1.20, 95% CI 0.30 –2.18, I2 = 79.2%, n=5, N=1,832).  202 

Fig 2. Forest plot showing the relationship of hypertension with the odds of death, severe illness 203 

and admission in ICU among COVID-19 patients.  204 

Cardiovascular disease  205 

Twenty studies examined the nature of the relationship of cardiovascular disease with the odds of 206 

developing death (n=7), severe illness (n=11) and admission to ICU (n=5) among COVID-19 207 

patients. Out of the twenty studies, the majority showed higher odds of death (n=6) and severe 208 

illness (n=8) among COVID-19 patients with cardiovascular disease (Fig 3). The remaining 1 out 209 

of 7 studies showed a lack of association between cardiovascular disease and death, and 3 out of 210 

11 showed a lack of association between cardiovascular disease and the odds of developing 211 

severe illness among COVID-19 patients. A meta-analysis of the studies showed higher odds 212 

of death (OR 5.16, 95% CI 4.10–6.22, I2 = 0.0%, n=6, N=47,134), severe illness (OR 2.04, 95% 213 
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CI 1.01–3.08, I2 = 30.6%, n=11, N=48,535) and admission to ICU (OR 1.36, 95% CI 1.04–1.69, 214 

I2 = 0.0%, n=5, N=8,346) among COVID-19 patients who had cardiovascular disease as 215 

compared to those without this health problem (Fig 3). 216 

Fig 3. Forest plot showing the relationship of cardiovascular disease with the odds of death, 217 

severe illness and admission in ICU among COVID-19 patients.  218 

Diabetes 219 

Diabetes also is posited to be linked with the risk of developing severe illness and death among 220 

COVID-19 patients. Twelve studies examined if having diabetes is correlated with the odds of 221 

death among COVID-19 patients, half of which reported increased odds of death in COVID-19 222 

patients with diabetes. Correlation of having diabetes with the odds of developing severe illness 223 

and the odds of admission to ICU was assessed in 18 (eight reported increased odds) and five 224 

(two reported increased odds) studies, respectively. A summary analysis of these studies showed 225 

greater odds of death (OR 2.11, 95% CI 1.35–2.87, I2 = 67.4%, n=12, N=59281), severe illness 226 

(OR 1.65, 95% CI 1.23–2.08, I2 = 24.9%, n=18, N=5811) and admission to ICU (OR 1.55, 95% 227 

CI 1.20–1.90, I2 = 0.0%, n=5, N=8469) among patients with diabetes than those who had no 228 

diabetes (Fig 4).  229 

Fig 4. Forest plot showing the relationship of diabetes with the odds of death, severe illness and 230 

admission in ICU among COVID-19 patients.  231 

Chronic respiratory disease 232 

Of 71 included studies, 19 compared the odds of death vs survival (n=9), severe vs moderate or 233 

mild illness (n=9), and admission to ICU vs not (n=4) among COVID-19 patients who had 234 
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chronic respiratory disease vs those without this problem. Of the 9 studies which compared the 235 

odds of death vs survival, six reported significantly greater odds of death among COVID-19 236 

patients with chronic respiratory disease, but three documented lack of association between 237 

chronic respiratory disease and the odds of death. On the other hand, out of the 9 studies which 238 

compared the odds of severe vs mild or moderate illness among COVID-19 patients, only three 239 

reported significantly greater odds of severe illness, but five showed a lack of association 240 

between chronic respiratory disease and the odds of developing severe illness. One study 241 

reported lower odds of severe illness among COVID-19 patients with chronic respiratory disease 242 

as compared to those without chronic respiratory disease. Meta-analysis of the 19 studies showed 243 

association of chronic respiratory disease with increased odds of death (OR 2.83, 95% CI 2.14–244 

3.51, I2= 0.0%, n=9, N=59,624) and admission to ICU (OR 1.52, 95% CI 1.09–1.94, I2 = 0.0%, 245 

n=5, N=8,346), but there was lack of correlation of the disease with severe illness (OR 1.39, 95% 246 

CI 0.15–2.64, I2 = 27.0%, n=9, N=48,381) among COVID-19 patients (Fig 5). 247 

Fig 5. Forest plot showing the relationship of chronic respiratory diseases with the odds of death, 248 

severe illness and admission in ICU among COVID-19 patients.  249 

Cancer  250 

Thirteen studies examined the nature of the relationship of cancer with the odds of death (n=5), 251 

severe illness (n=6) and admission to ICU (n=3) among COVID-19 patients. Increased odds of 252 

death, severe illness and admission to ICU among COVID-19 patients who had cancer was 253 

reported in 2 (out of 5), 3 (out of 6) and 1 (out of 3) studies, respectively. The remaining studies 254 

showed a lack of association between having cancer and the odds of death (n=3), severe illness 255 

(n=3) and admission to ICU (n=2) among COVID-19 patients. Meta-analysis of the 13 studies 256 
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showed lack of association of cancer with the odds of death (OR 1.72, 95% CI 0.39 – 3.05, I2 = 257 

0.0%, n=5, N=46,793), severe illness (OR 2.32, 95% CI 0.45 – 4.19, I2 = 0.0%, n=6, N=3,169) 258 

and admission to ICU (OR 1.79, 95% CI -0.74 – 4.31, I2 = 77.1%, n=3, N=1,804) among 259 

COVID-19 patients (S1 Fig). 260 

Chronic kidney disease  261 

Twelve studies examined the nature of the relationship of chronic kidney disease with the odds 262 

of death (n=3), severe illness (n=7) and admission to ICU (n=2) among COVID-19 patients. Of 263 

the 12 studies, two showed increased odds of death (n=1) or severe illness (n=1) among COVID-264 

19 patients who had vs didn’t have chronic kidney disease. The remaining 10 studies showed a 265 

lack of association of chronic kidney disease with the odds of death (n=3), severe illness (n=3) 266 

and admission to ICU (n=2). Meta-analysis of the 12 studies showed lack of association of 267 

chronic kidney disease with the odds of death (OR 2.32, 95% CI 0.06 – 4.58, I2 = 0.0%, n=3, 268 

N=4951), severe illness (OR 1.42, 95% CI 0.46 –2.38, I2 = 0.0%, n=7, N=7788) and admission 269 

to ICU (OR 1.37, 95% CI 0.88–1.86, I2 = 0.0%, n=2, N=6653) among COVID-19 patients (S2 270 

Fig). 271 

Chronic liver disease  272 

Out of the 71 studies included in this review, only seven tested the association of chronic liver 273 

disease with death or severe illness in COVID-19 patients. Of the seven studies, the only one 274 

reported a correlation of chronic liver disease with COVID-19 severity. A summary analysis of 275 

the seven studies showed lack of correlation of chronic liver disease with death (OR 1.41, 95% 276 

CI -2.20 – 5.02, I2 = 0.0%, n=2, N=352), severe illness (OR 1.35, 95% CI 0.67–2.03, I2 = 0.0%, 277 

n=4, N=6855) and admission to ICU (OR 1.77 95% CI 0.65 – 4.80, n=1, N=6637) (S3 Fig). 278 
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Cerebrovascular diseases  279 

Six studies reported findings on the odds of death (n=2), severe illness (n=2) and admission to 280 

ICU (n=2) among COVID-19 patients with cerebrovascular diseases vs those without having this 281 

comorbidity. Two studies by Guan et al. 2020 [6] and Wang et al. 2020 [72] reported increased 282 

odds of death among COVID-19 patients with cerebrovascular diseases. Another two studies 283 

also showed association of cerebrovascular diseases with increased odds of developing severe 284 

illness [37] and admission to ICU [8]. 285 

A meta-analysis of the two studies showed increased odds of death among COVID-19 286 

patients with cerebrovascular diseases (OR 5.14, 95% CI 1.08 – 9.19, I2 = 0.0%, n=2, N=1,983), 287 

but the odds of severe illness (OR 2.18, 95% CI -0.07 – 4.44, I2 = 0.0%, n=2, N=928) and 288 

admission to ICU (OR 4.09, 95% CI -0.20 – 8.38, I2 = 0.0%, n=2, N=1,606) were similar 289 

between patients with cerebrovascular diseases and those without this comorbidity (S4 Fig).  290 

Smoking 291 

A total of 14 studies included in the current meta-analyses that examined the impact of tobacco 292 

smoking on the clinical outcomes of COVID-19. Of  these 14 studies, most showed a lack of 293 

association of smoking with death (2 out of 2), severe illness (9 out of 11), or admission to ICU 294 

(1 out of 1) among COVID-19 patients. Only two studies showed increased odds of severe 295 

illness among COVID-19 patients who were former or current smokers than non-smokers. A 296 

meta-analysis of the studies showed similar odds of death (OR 0.90, 95% CI 0.70 – 1.10, I2 = 297 

0.0%, n=2, N=9155) or severe illness (OR 1.31, 95% CI 0.96 – 1.67, I2= 0.0%, n=11, N=4509) 298 

among COVID-19 patients who were former or current smokers than non-smokers (S5 Fig).  299 

 300 
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Age  301 

Out of the 71 studies, 27 examined the effect of age on the odds of death, severe illness and 302 

admission to ICU. Out of 27 studies, 15 treated age as >65 vs ≤ 65 years and 10 as ≥ 60 vs <60 303 

years. Of the 15 studies which treated age as > 65 vs ≤ 65 years, 13 reported increased odds of 304 

death (n=5) or severe illness (n=9) among patients of ages > 65 years as compared to those of ≤ 305 

65 years. Similarly, nine studies that treated age as ≥ 60 vs < 60 years reported increased odds of 306 

death (n=6) or severe illness (n=3) among patients of ages ≥ 60 years as compared to those < 60 307 

years. Chen et al. [89] also showed an increased hazard ratio of severe illness among patients of 308 

Age ≥ 65 years as compared to younger individuals (Hazard ratio 3.43; 95% CI, 1.24-9.5). Dong 309 

et al. [88] also reported an increased prevalence of severe COVID-19 illness in children than 310 

those of adult patients. However, a study showed similar odds of severe illness among 311 

individuals of ages ≥ 60 vs <60 years [80]. Two studies also reported similar odds of admission 312 

to ICU among individuals of ages > 65 years vs those of ≤ 65 years [10,25]. A meta-analysis of 313 

these studies showed a greater odds of death (OR 3.56, 95% CI 1.21 – 5.90, I2 = 18.2%, n=6, 314 

N=13,964) and severe illness (OR 2.55, 95% CI 1.94 – 3.17, I2 = 24.5%, n=9, N=3374) among 315 

patients of ages > 65 years than those of ≤ 65 years. The summary odds ratio estimates of death 316 

(OR 6.09, 95% CI 3.53 – 8.66, I2 = 95.5%, n=6, N=100,733) and severe illness (OR 4.91, 95% 317 

CI 1.35 – 8.47, I2 = 0.0%, n=4, N=333) among older-aged COVID-19 patients than younger ones 318 

were even much greater when age was treated as ≥ 60 vs < 60 (Fig 6). 319 

Fig 6. Forest plot showing the relationship of age with the odds of death, severe illness and 320 

admission in ICU among COVID-19 patients.  321 

 322 
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Gender  323 

Fifty-two studies examined the effect of gender on the odds of death (n=16), severe illness 324 

(n=32) and admission to ICU among COVID-19 patients (n=6). Out of 16 studies which 325 

compared the odds of death between males and females, 10 reported increased odds in males and 326 

six documented similar odds between males vs female. A meta-analysis of the 16 studies showed 327 

increased odds of death among males than females (OR 1.34, 95% CI 1.18 – 1.50, I2 = 38.7%, 328 

n=16, N=68,609). Similarly, of the 32 studies which compared the odds of severe illness 329 

between males vs females, 11 reported increased odds and 21 studies document similar odds 330 

between males vs female. A summary analysis of the 32 studies showed increased odds of severe 331 

illness among males than females (OR 1.35, 95% CI 1.23 – 1.47, I2 =0.0%, n=32, N=13,426); 332 

however, this could not be further assessed by tandem risk factors (e.g., underlying 333 

cardiovascular disease) in the available data. 334 

There were six studies that examined the relationship of gender with the odds of 335 

admission to ICU. Out of these six studies, two showed increased odds of admission to ICU in 336 

males than females, but four studies showed a lack of association between gender and the odds 337 

of admission to ICU. A summary of the 6 studies showed a lack of correlation between gender 338 

and admission to ICU in COVID-19 patients (OR 1.52, 95% CI 0.69 – 2.36, I2 =2.9%, n=6, 339 

N=666) (Fig 7). 340 

Fig 7. Forest plot showing the relationship of gender with the odds of death, severe illness and 341 

admission in ICU among COVID-19 patients.  342 

 343 

 344 
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Heterogeneity assessment  345 

There was no heterogeneity (I2= 0.0%) observed among the studies included in the meta-346 

analyses that estimated the summary odds ratio of death, severe illness or admission to ICU 347 

among COVID-19 patients with cerebrovascular diseases, chronic liver disease, chronic kidney 348 

disease, cancer or smoker vs those without these comorbidities. There was also no or low 349 

heterogeneity among the studies included in the meta-analyses that examined correlation of 350 

clinical outcomes in COVID-19 patients with cardiovascular disease (I2= 0.0% for death and 351 

admission to ICU, I2=30. 6% for severe illness), diabetes (I2= 0.0% for admission to ICU, 352 

I2=24.9% for severe illness), chronic respiratory disease (I2= 0.0% for death and admission to 353 

ICU, I2=27.0% for severe illness ), age in years > 65 vs ≤65 (I2= 18.2% for death, I2=24.5% for 354 

severe illness), and gender (I2= 0.0% for severe illness, I2=2.9% for admission to ICU, 355 

I2=38.7% for death). The heterogeneity level in meta-analyses performed to examine 356 

associations of hypertension with the odds of death (I2= 52.6%) and severe illness (I2= 47.8%) 357 

among COVID-19 patients was moderate.  358 

However, heterogeneity was high among the studies combined in the meta-analyses to 359 

examine the association of death with diabetes  (I2 = 67.4%) and age,  ≥ 60 vs < 60 years (I2 = 360 

95.5%) in  COVID-19 patients. Studies that were included in the meta-analyses to assess the 361 

nature of the relationship of admission to ICU with hypertension (I2 = 79.2%) also had high 362 

heterogeneity. Subgroup analyses by study design dropped heterogeneity: diabetes  (I2 = 0.0% in 363 

retrospective), and age ( I2 = 0.0% in retrospective; I2 =0.0% in cross-sectional). Due to the few 364 

numbers of studies that reported results on the effect of hypertension on the risk of admission to 365 

ICU, we didn’t perform subgroup analyses by study region/country or study design. Removal of 366 
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a study by Guan et al. 2020a [6], however, significantly minimized the heterogeneity of the 367 

studies that examined the effect of hypertension on the risk of admission to ICU (I2 = 1.0%).  368 

On the other hand, the meta regression showed lack of effect of study area or country 369 

(meta regression coefficient (β)= -0.50, P=  0.073), study design (β = -0.23, P=  0.400) and 370 

sample size (1.25e-06, P= 0.912)  on the log ORs of death among COVID-19 patients with 371 

diabetes vs those without this problem. Similarly, study area or country (β=  -0.30, P=  0.380), 372 

study design (β = β = -0.04, P= 0.863) and sample size (β =  8.74e-06, P= 0.631) didn’t 373 

significantly predict the log ORs of admission to ICU among COVID-19 patients of age ≥60 374 

years vs <60 years in the meta regression model.  375 

Publication bias assessment  376 

Odds ratio distributions against their standard error estimates and Egger tests for asymmetry did 377 

not indicate significant publication bias: hypertension (bias 6.22,  P=0.11), diabetes (bias 1.43, 378 

P=0.634), cardiovascular disease (bias 1.64, P=0.71), chronic respiratory diseases (bias 6.47, 379 

P=0.13), chronic kidney disease (bias 88.99, P=0.11), and cancer (Egger’s regression test (bias) -380 

0.26,  P=0.953) (Fig 8 and S6 Fig). Funnel plots of odds ratios of the likelihood of developing 381 

severe vs moderate or mild illness among COVID-19 patients and their Egger tests also were not 382 

significant: hypertension (bias 5.05, P=0.21); diabetes (bias 3.29, P=0.353), chronic respiratory 383 

diseases (bias -8.36, P=0.12); chronic kidney disease (bias -0.57, P=0.807); and, cancer (bias 384 

3.34, P=0.598) (Fig 8 and S6 Fig). Studies comparing the odds ratio of admission to ICU vs not 385 

admission to ICU among COVID-19 patients with cancer (bias -6.27, P=0.51), hypertension 386 

(bias -5.36, P=0.12), diabetes (bias 0.53, P=0.763), cardiovascular (bias 1.37, P=0.40), chronic 387 

respiratory diseases (bias 1.98, P=0.67) were also spread evenly on both sides of the average OR 388 
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estimates, creating an approximately symmetrical funnel-shaped distribution (Fig 8 and S6 Fig). 389 

The odds ratio estimates of the studies which examined the relationship of chronic liver disease 390 

(bias 0.47, P=0.752), cerebrovascular diseases (bias -5.83, P=0.395) and smoking behavior (bias 391 

0.98, P=0.217) with severe illness or death in COVID-19 patients also had approximately 392 

symmetrical funnel-shaped distribution and the Egger’s test for the asymmetry of the plots were 393 

not significant (S6 Fig). However, there was publication bias among the studies comparing the 394 

odds of i) death vs survival in patients with age > 65 vs ≤65 years (bias 11.29, P=0.062) and 395 

males vs females (bias 2.90, P=0.046); ii) severe vs mild or moderate illness in patients with age 396 

> 65 vs ≤65 years (bias 14.63, P=0.032), males vs females (bias 2.18, P=0.039) and those with 397 

cardiovascular disease vs without having this problem (bias 5.62, P=0.0.034), the odds ratio 398 

estimates scattered asymmetrically in the funnel plot  (Fig 8 and S6 Fig).                                                         399 

Fig 8. Funnel plots showing the odds ratio of death, severe illness and admission in ICU against the 400 

standard errors based on comorbidity and age 401 

Risk of bias and quality of the studies  402 

The study's risk of bias and quality included in this study is summarized in the supplementary 403 

table (S4 table). Out of the 71 studies, 54 were moderate quality, and 18 were good quality in 404 

recruiting the study participants. The majority of the studies also used good (n=54) or moderate 405 

quality (n=17) reliable and valid tools to determine COVID-19 severity status and related deaths 406 

among the study participants. In many studies (n=44), the researchers or data collectors were not 407 

aware of the group (exposed vs. unexposed) to which the study participants belong in the data 408 

collection process and/or the participants were blinded about the research question. About 2/3 of 409 

the included studies were of moderate quality in terms of the study design (retrospective case-410 

control or cohort) and controlling confounders that may affect the relationship between 411 
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comorbidities and COVID-19 related outcomes or death. On the other hand, several studies rated 412 

as low quality based on study design  (n=15), data collection (n=8), confounders (n=26), blinding 413 

(n=28) and dropouts and withdrawals (n=29). None of the studies were of low quality in terms of 414 

blinding of the outcome assessor and the study participants. Total rating using the six criteria 415 

showed that 14 studies were of strong quality, 23 studies were of moderate quality, and 34 416 

studies were rated as low quality. Studies were included in this review, regardless of their 417 

qualities. 418 

Discussion  419 

The current systematic review and meta-analysis confirmed the correlation of demographic 420 

factors and comorbidities with severe illness and death among COVID-19 patients, as reported in 421 

other reviews [11-13]. COVID-19 patients who were males, with age >60 or 65 years and those 422 

who had hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, chronic respiratory disease and 423 

cerebrovascular diseases, were found more susceptible to death. The risk of developing severe 424 

illness also increased among males COVID-19 patients of ages older than 60 or 65 years, and 425 

those who had hypertension, diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases. However, comorbidities, 426 

including cancer, chronic kidney and chronic liver diseases, were not associated with severe 427 

illness and mortality in COVID-19 patients.   428 

Chronic diseases, including hypertension, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, 429 

cardiovascular disease put the body in stress for a longer period of time. This stress can weaken 430 

the immune system.  For example, diabetes can cause damage to β-cell through the release of 431 

inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β and TNFα that [90]. Metabolic disorders may also impair 432 

macrophage and lymphocyte function leading to low immune function [39]. Chronic disease can 433 
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also affect the function of different organs of the body such as the lung, heart, vascular tube. 434 

These organs dysfunction and low immunity due to the chronic diseases will complicate and 435 

increase the risk of severe illness and death during SARS-CoV-2 infection. It is also possible that 436 

angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers used to treat diabetes, 437 

hypertension, or heart disease may upregulate Angiotensin converting enzyme 2, a receptor to 438 

SARS-CoV-2 in the host cell [91-93]. This may facilitate the viral multiplication within the host 439 

cell, though this is controversial [94].  440 

Similarly, immunity can decrease with age, which will make older patients vulnerable to 441 

develop severe illness and death during SARS-CoV-2 infection. While functional 442 

immunosuppression of senescence may play a role in older adults experiencing worse disease, 443 

older adults also are more likely to have an underlying chronic disease. Males may also be more 444 

likely to involve in risky behaviors, including smoking, alcohol drinking and drug use, which can 445 

down-regulate the immune response against the SARS-CoV-2 infection.  446 

Lack of association of some chronic diseases (e.g., kidney disease) and smoking with 447 

COVID-19 outcomes could be due to limitations in the original studies. The role of chronic 448 

kidney disease was assessed among comparatively few participants, which could explain its 449 

discordance with the results among cardiovascular equivalents. Potential ascertainment bias in 450 

the original studies could also partly explain the lack of association of chronic respiratory disease 451 

with severe illness though the disease showed to have a role in death and admission to ICU. 452 

Similarly, lack of correlation of smoking with clinical outcomes in the COVID-19 patients could 453 

be due the watering effect of the chronic disease outcomes. If most of the patients with 454 

cardiopulmonary diseases were smokers, exacerbated by ascertainment bias (they did not ask 455 

enough, or misinterpreted prior smoking and current smoking from never smoking), could miss 456 
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the distinction of tobacco use. Unfortunately, most studies didn’t control chronic disease as a 457 

potential confounder when examining the role of smoking on COVID-19 related outcomes. 458 

These findings have a number of public health and research implications that will help in 459 

the management of high-risk COVID-19 patients to mitigate the progression of the disease and 460 

associated death. Based on our findings, special strategies are warranted to prevent SARS-CoV-2 461 

infection and manage COVID-19 cases with underlying comorbidities, particularly older age 462 

males’ patients.  For example, creating awareness and provision of robust personal protection 463 

measures would be needed to prevent older aged individuals who have comorbidities from 464 

SARS-CoV-2 infection. Second, more intensive surveillance and early hospital referral would be 465 

important for older age males COVID-19 patients with comorbidities. When these high-risk 466 

older age COVID-19 patients, particularly those with comorbidities, are admitted to a hospital, 467 

special attention and treatment care could be considered to prevent further progression of the 468 

disease and death. Third, future vaccination intervention against SARS-CoV-2 infection should 469 

be formulated to better protect people with comorbidities. In addition, when the SARS-CoV-2 470 

vaccination is available, people with hypertension, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, respiratory 471 

system disease and cerebrovascular disease should be a priority in the vaccination 472 

recommendations. The current findings also suggest prospective cohort studies with adequate 473 

power to verify whether and how comorbidities and demographics can affect the risk of 474 

acquisition of the SARS-CoV-2 and clinical outcomes of the disease. 475 

This meta-analysis has a number of strengths. Unlike previous meta-analyses on the 476 

related topic [11-13], it i) involves a comprehensive analysis of a large number of studies based 477 

in China, South Korea, Iran, Europe and North America; ii) summarized the literature on the 478 

effect of comorbidities, including cancer, chronic liver and cerebrovascular disease with severe 479 
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illness and death; and iii) compared the risk of admission to ICU vs not among hospitalized 480 

COVID -19 patients stratified based on comorbidities and demographic status.  In addition, we 481 

found little publication bias regarding the examination of the association of comorbidities with 482 

severe illness and death in COVID-19 patients. Most of our meta-analyses had no or low 483 

heterogeneity, including the association of cardiovascular disease, chronic respiratory disease, 484 

chronic liver, cerebrovascular disease, chronic kidney disease, age, gender and severe illness and 485 

death. Although there was a high level of heterogeneity in studies that examined the correlation 486 

of diabetes with severe illness, subgroup analysis by the study design significantly decreased the 487 

heterogeneity. Variation in the study participant inclusion criteria and the methods used for 488 

examining comorbidities among the studies could have also contributed to the observed high 489 

heterogeneity.  490 

However, the calculated summary OR in the current meta-analyses could have been 491 

affected due to limitations in the original studies. Most studies reported frequencies or crude 492 

estimates which were not adjusted for potential confounder that could affect the relationship 493 

between comorbidities and the risk of severe illness or death in COVID-19 patients.  In addition, 494 

the sample size and/or the number of severe cases or deaths in patients with varied comorbidity 495 

or demographic status were small in some studies, increasing the confidence interval estimates 496 

for the OR and decreasing the power to reject false associations. These limitations in the original 497 

studies could have under or overestimated the summary OR estimates of the meta-analysis that 498 

examined the relationship of demographic and comorbidities with this review’s outcomes. 499 

Moreover, due to the cross-sectional and retrospective nature of the original studies, we cannot 500 

make firm conclusions that the observed higher odds of severe illness and death among COVID-501 

19 patients were due to comorbidities, their demographic status, or other undetermined factors, 502 
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though this was mitigated with the incorporation of random effects. In addition, as the majority 503 

of the studies included in the meta analysis were retrospective, we didn’t assess the risk of 504 

selection bias. Furthermore, in order to decrease the risk of misclassification bias, the exposures 505 

cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and cerebrovascular diseases could be merged while examining 506 

their effect on the risk of death and severe illness. However, the studies assessed and reported the 507 

results for these exposures differently, separately. 508 

Conclusions 509 

In conclusion, older age and the presence of comorbidities or chronic diseases increase the risk 510 

of developing severe illness, admission to ICU and death among COVID-19 patients. Special 511 

strategies are warranted to prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection and manage COVID-19 cases with 512 

underlying comorbidities, particularly older age male patients, though the impact in women may 513 

be insufficiently observed. Prospective, longitudinal studies that control confounders are needed 514 

to assess strategies for mitigating severe illness, admission to ICU, and death in COVID-19 515 

patients. 516 
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